


The Other Guys    

  Just Don’t Have!Th
   J

 Westendorf loaders are known for their many advan-
tages – but the proof is in their performance.  A Westendorf will 
do everything you want a loader to do, and more.  Maneuver 
better!  Load more! Dump higher!  Work Faster!  The styling 
of Max not only has an undeniable WOW factor, but the intel-
ligent design offers unsurpassed quality, performance and 
strength.  
 The new remote control coupler changes attachments 
with a push of a button. With every use, you’ll smile and pat 
yourself on the back for making a smart, value based pur-
chase. Then smile a second time because you’re in the cab 
and not in the sweltering heat or below zero temperatures try-
ing to hammer out pins or pry up levers when you need to 
switch attachments.  
 Enjoy the freedom of mounting the Max loader from 
the comfort of your cab.  Just drive in and the loader auto-
matically Smart-Locks to the tractor. No Stands. No Time. No 
Tools. No Pins required.
 The new Smart-Lock, solid mount bracket system sim-
ply rotates over the tower, self-locking the loader in place with 
a MAX Grip. Smart-Lock is a self-aligning and self-tightening 
system; the more you use the loader the tighter the connec-
tion becomes.  The brackets are precisely engineered for a 
consistent and tailored fi t to your tractor, making the MAX 
package very comfortable to work with.
 Hooking up hydraulic hoses is simple and clean with 
the patented Flat Face Hydra-Snap™.  Connect your hoses 
AND electronics with one, easy-to-operate comfort grip han-
dle.  Keep the connections clean with the built-in dust cover, 
and the parking plate provides convenient storage too.
 The Max loader fi ts properly with the bucket close and 
arms that compliment the tractor’s hood contour.  It features 
hidden hydraulic hoses inside the arms, not only suppress-
ing wear, but allowing for unencumbered visibility that no 
other loader comes close to offering.  

  Experience the tire freedom your tractor was de-
signed with and keep fenders on most tractor models with 
optimum row settings to maximize your turning and oscilla-
tion ability.  

 
T h e 
n e w 
p a t -
ented Smart-Pac cylinder eliminates all external hoses and 
lines offering you a cleaner appearance and longer hydraulic 
life in your loader.  The patented swaged barrel automatically 
compresses the seals past the barrel’s edge during assem-
bly for consistent quality every time.  The hidden hydraulics 
are secured behind a sculptured jacket that looks great and 
protects the lines with style.  
 Famous for bigger, stronger and cleaner bucket de-
signs, Westendorf understands how to build a bucket that 
stands up and lasts. A tapered, rib-free interior empties 
quickly without sticking and is reinforced externally for 
added strength.  
 Our experience has taught us, the double tapered arm 
is the key to superior arm strength.  An interior I-beam inserted 
in the arm positions the steel where it really matters most.
 Obvious features such as the Flat Face Hydra-Snap™ 
and Remote Control Couplers are impressive time-savers, 
but the smaller details are what really make a difference for 
long term reliability and performance. Large, heavy-duty 
grease-from-the-end pins with 2-sided locks, integrated grill 
guard, rotational bucket level indicator, power-linkage, high 
energy decal package, and an optional synchronizer bar are 
just a few.
 The Max loaderoffers a wide variety of integrated func-
tions such as the easy to read rotational bucket indicator, 3rd 
function capability for any hydraulic attachment with the push 
of a button, and the comfort ride system to reduce operator 
fatigue and equipment wear.
 When paired with the ability to change implements 
from the cab, the wide selection of buckets, spears, grapples, 
blades, plows and specialty attachments makes the Max 
Loader your one stop shop for your material handling 
solutions.  Max will speed up your day-to-day operations 
saving you time and money.  
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